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系外惑星サイエンスの次のステップ： 
 　ハビタブルな地球型惑星の理理解
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Infrared  Doppler  instrument  (IRD)  
                                                                    for  the  Subaru  telescope  

¤  IRD：  InfraRed Doppler instrument,  2016年年春ファーストライト予定 
¤  望遠鏡： 　 　 　すばる望遠鏡（IRナスミス焦点） 

¤  観測波⻑⾧長域： 　0.97-1.75um （Y, J, H–band） 

¤  波⻑⾧長分解能： 　70,000  

¤  波⻑⾧長校正： 　 　レーザー周波数コム 

¤  安定性：   　真空チャンバー、セラミック光学ベンチ等 

 　➡1m/sの精度度で視線速度度測定を可能にする 

= 　近⾚赤外ドップラー法で地球型惑星を狙える

¤  IRD/Subaru  planet  search
¤  ターゲット： 　晩期M型矮星（M4-‐‑‒M9）

¤  可視/近⾚赤外3m級望遠鏡では難しい   
¤  ゴール： 　~∼50惑星＆~∼10地球型惑星＠HZ

¤  1地球質量量の惑星をハビタブルゾーンに検出する
¤  低質量量星周りの地球型-‐‑‒⽊木星型惑星形成の理理解

¤  ⽇日本の系外惑星の装置、観測、理理論論の連携

NAOJ

世界で初めて系外地球型惑星の特徴と形成とハビタビリティに迫る



and problematic observations discarded (Supplementary Infor-
mation section 4).
Imprecise stellar coordinates. When estimating stellar radial velo-
cities with regard to the barycentre of the Solar System, we need to
remove the component of the velocity of the Earth in the direction of
the star. Imprecise coordinates will then result in an imprecise cor-
rection and therefore in a residual signal in the radial velocities. This
effect was first pointed out when searching for planets around pulsars,
when the times of arrival were varying periodically in time owing to
imprecise pulsar coordinates34. Owing to the circular orbit of the
Earth around the Sun, this signal will be a sinusoid with a one-year
period. a Centauri A and B are gravitationally bound, resulting in a
binary orbital motion, which has to be corrected to obtain precise
coordinates for a Centauri B (Supplementary Information section 5).

Removing the various signals
The approaches used to remove or mitigate the effects of the various
signals potentially masking the existence of a low-mass planet have
been described in the preceding paragraphs. For contamination com-
ing from a Centauri A, we removed observations with a too-high level
of contamination. For instrumental noise and granulation that cannot
be easily modelled, the estimated radial-velocity contribution from
each source is quadratically added as white noise to the raw error bars.
For the other effects, parametric models have been proposed. A global
fit to the data, including the binary signal, the long-term activity signal
and the rotational activity effect, involves 23 free parameters
(Supplementary Information section 6).

A planet with a minimum mass that of the Earth
The generalized Lomb-Scargle periodogram35 of the radial-velocity
residuals shows two peaks at 3.236 and 0.762 d, with a false alarm

probability (FAP) lower than a conservative 1% limit (Fig. 4a). These
two periods are aliases of one another. A careful analysis of the struc-
ture in frequency of the periodogram suggests that the peak at 3.236 d
is the true signal (Supplementary Information section 7).

The global model makes use of parameters associated with different
timescales. One could thus worry whether the signal at 3.236 d could
have been introduced during the process of eliminating the stellar
signals. We performed Monte Carlo simulations to determine if this
could be the case, and concluded that the signal is real and not an
artefact of the fitting process (Supplementary Information section 8).

The peak at 3.236 d in the radial-velocity residuals is significant
with a FAP of 0.02%. Using a Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm
coupled to a genetic algorithm to characterize the Keplerian solution,
we obtained a signal with a well-constrained period and amplitude.
The eccentricity is poorly constrained but is compatible with zero
within a 1.4s uncertainty (Supplementary Information section 9).
To fit this planetary signal simultaneously with the other contribu-
tions to the radial velocities, we added a sinusoidal signal representing
the circular planet orbit to the global fit (Supplementary Information
section 6). The observed dispersion of the residuals around the final
solution is 1.20 m s21 and the reduced x2 value is 1.51 (with 26 para-
meters for 459 radial-velocity points). The semi-amplitude of the
planetary signal is K 5 0.51 6 0.04 m s21, which corresponds to a
planet with a minimum mass of 1.13 6 0.09 Earth masses considering
a stellar mass of 0.934 solar masses and with an orbital period of
P 5 3.2357 6 0.0008 d. The orbital and planet parameters are given
in Table 1. In the residuals of the global fit, a signal with an FAP of
0.3% is present; however, it could have multiple origins (Supplemen-
tary Information section 6).

In Fig. 5, we show the radial-velocity measurements corrected for
stellar and binary effects, folded in phase with the 3.236-d period,
superimposed on the derived solution for the planetary signal. In
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Figure 3 | Fit of the rotational activity. a–d, Radial velocities (RV) of a
Centauri B after correction of the binary’s signature (of a Centauri B orbiting a
Centauri A), magnetic-cycle and coordinates effects, for the years 2008
(a), 2009 (b), 2010 (c) and 2011 (d), are shown as black dots with 1s error bars.
The grey curve represents for each plot the fit of the rotational activity signal,
adjusting sinusoids at the stellar rotational period and the corresponding
harmonics. The rotational period estimated from the stellar activity model
decreases from the second season of observation to the last, with estimated
periods (in days) of 39.76 (b), 37.80 (c) and 36.71 (d) (Supplementary
Information section 6). This can be explained if the star exhibits differential
rotation. Indeed, it has been shown for the Sun that spots appear at a latitude of
130u or 230u at the start of a magnetic cycle (like in 2008) and then migrate
towards the equator during the cycle. Owing to differential rotation, observed
for the Sun, the rotational period estimated by activity modelling should
decrease from the start to the end of a magnetic cycle. A similar effect is seen
here for a Centauri B. We therefore believe that differential rotational has been
detected here for this slow rotator41 (X.D. et al., manuscript in preparation).
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Figure 4 | Periodograms of the radial-velocity residuals after removing the
non-planetary signals. a, The periodogram of the velocities after correction for
stellar, imprecise coordinates and binary effects, with continuous, dashed and
dotted lines indicating the 0.1%, 1% and 10% FAP, respectively. The highest
peak, at 3.236 d inside the shaded region, has an FAP of 0.02%. b, A small part of
the periodogram around the planet signal is represented. The periodogram for
all seasons is shown in black, and the yearly periodograms for each
observational period (2008, 2009, 2010 and 2011) are shown in different
colours. The amplitudes of the yearly periodograms are normalized so that the
10% FAP of each matches the 10% FAP of the periodogram for all seasons. The
phase of the most important peaks is shown (arrows); the direction of the arrow
gives the phase between 0u and 360u. For each year of observation, the peak at
3.236 d conserves the same phase, which is expected for a planetary signal. On
the contrary, the peak at 2.8 d and its alias at 3.35 d do not keep the same phase
and are therefore associated with noise (these peaks appear only in 2009 and
their FAPs are higher than 10%).
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will remove all the identified radial-velocity signals. In the residuals,
we will be able to search for small-amplitude planetary signals.

Perturbing signals for planet searches
a Centauri B is a quiet star among the targets monitored in searches
for low-mass planets. However, the very high precision of HARPS
allows us to discern in the measurements different perturbing signals
at the metre-per-second level. Compared to the radial-velocity signal
induced by terrestrial planets, a few to a few tens of centimetres per
second, these perturbing signals are non-negligible and must be mod-
elled and mitigated before searching for small-mass planets.
Instrumental noise. Guiding noise and other possible instrumental
noise are not considered in the data error bars. Their global effect is
estimated to be 0.7 m s21, given the typical dispersion obtained for the
most stable stars of the HARPS high-precision programme14.
Stellar oscillation modes. aCentauri B exhibits high-frequency oscil-
lation modes16,17, with typical periods of less than five minutes. An
exposure time of ten minutes thus averages out efficiently, to a level of
a few centimetres per second, the signal due to oscillation modes.
Granulation. a Centauri B is a solar-type star and has therefore an
outer convection zone responsible for a granulation pattern on its
surface. Depending on temperature, granulation cells have positive
or negative radial velocities, resulting in a non-zero global radial-
velocity signal when their individual contributions are integrated over
the disk of the star, weighted by the luminosity of the cells. The
granulation effect introduces radial-velocity variations on timescales
ranging from 15 min to several hours18,19. For a Centauri B, models of
granulation20 suggest an r.m.s. radial velocity of 0.6 m s21.
Rotational activity signal. Owing to stellar rotation and the Doppler
effect, one side of the star has a positive radial velocity compared to the
average, while the other side has a negative one. However, if a spot
(darker or brighter than the mean stellar surface) is present on one
side of the star, the velocity balance will be broken and a residual radial
velocity will be measured. With stellar rotation, a spot will move from
one side of the stellar disk to the other, introducing periodic signals at
the stellar rotational period and the corresponding harmonics21. The
lifetime of spots on the stellar surface is typically a few rotational

periods22, so after several rotations, the configuration of spots will
be different, thus changing the phase and amplitude of the signal.

The radial velocities of a Centauri B show a clear signal at 38.7 d
(Figs 1d and 2b), which corresponds to the rotational period of the
star23. An efficient way to model rotational activity effects is to select
radial-velocity measurements over time intervals of a few rotational
periods, and fit sine waves at the rotational period and the corres-
ponding harmonics21 (Supplementary Information section 2). The
best fit for the rotational activity signal for each observational season
can be seen in Fig. 3.
Long-term activity signal. During a solar-like magnetic cycle, the
number of spots on the stellar surface (dark spots, plage faculae) varies
from zero to several hundreds. Inside these spots, a strong magnetic
field is present, which freezes the convection24–28. For the Sun, as for
other stars similar to a Centauri B in spectral type29, convection
induces a blueshift of the stellar spectra30–32. Therefore, no convection
means no convective blueshift inside these regions, and so the spec-
trum of the integrated stellar surface will appear redshifted. Because a
redshift means a measured positive radial velocity, a positive correla-
tion between the magnetic cycle variation and the long-term radial-
velocity variation is then expected.
a Centauri B shows signs of weak but detectable chromospheric

activity, evidenced by the re-emission in the centre of the Ca II H and
K lines (the log(R9HK) activity index). a Centauri B exhibits a mag-
netic cycle with a minimum amplitude of AR9HK < 0.11 dex (Fig. 2a).
To correct the radial-velocity effect due to the magnetic cycle (see
Fig. 1b and c), we assume a linear correlation between the log(R9HK)
activity index and the activity-related radial-velocity variation33 (that
is, both variations have the same shape; Supplementary Information
section 3).
Orbital motion. The orbital period of the binary composed of a
Centauri A and B is PAB 5 79.91 yr (ref. 7). The HARPS observations
of a Centauri B cover an interval of only four years. The orbit of the
system over such an interval can then adequately be approximated by
a second order polynomial (see Fig. 1a).
Light contamination. Owing to the close separation on the sky
between a Centauri A and B, the spectra of B can be contaminated
by light coming from A when the observing conditions are poor. The
resulting effect on the radial-velocity measurements was estimated
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Figure 2 | Magnetic cycle of a Centauri B. a, The grey curve represents a low
pass filter applied to the activity index measurements (data points). b, The
observations done in 2010 are zoomed in to show the variation induced by
rotational activity, which highlights the HARPS precision in determining
activity indexes. Error bars (1s) are smaller than the data points (that is, smaller
than 0.015 dex).
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Figure 1 | Radial velocities of a Centauri B and fitting the long-timescale
stellar signals. a, Raw radial velocities (RV) and the fit of the binary’s signature
(a Centauri B orbiting a Centauri A). In the residuals (c), signals at long period
are visible. These signals, highlighted by grey arrows (‘long-term activity’) in
periodogram b, correspond to the effect of the magnetic cycle. The grey curve in
c shows the variation of the low-frequency part of the activity index scaled to the
radial-velocity variation. When these low-frequency perturbations are
removed, signals induced by rotational activity, pointed out by grey arrows in
periodogram d, can be seen at the rotation period of the star and its harmonics.
JD, Julian date. Error bars in c, 1s.
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主星の⾃自転周期に伴う変化
¤  ⾃自転、磁場周期による変化 

¤  惑星偽検出の可能性がある 

¤  Hatzes 2013 

è  活動度度が⼩小さい星を選び 

è  ジッターの影響を除去する 

低質量量星惑星検出の難題：星の活動
¤  アルファケンタウリB  

¤  1.16地球質量量惑星の報告 
¤  Dumusque et al. 2012 

¤  振幅K~0.5m/s、周期3⽇日 
¤  星固有の変化に埋もれる

Fig. 4b we show that the 3.236-d signal conserves its phase for each
observational year, which is expected for a planetary signal.

An important piece of information about the inner composition of
an exoplanet is obtained when the planet is transiting its parent star,
allowing its radius to be measured. Combined with the real mass
estimate, the radius leads to the average density of the planet. In the
present case, given a stellar radius36 of 0.863 times the solar radius and
assuming the radius of the planet is that of the Earth, the planet transit
probability is estimated at 10%, with a transit depth of 1024. The
detection of a planet transit, only possible from space, would allow
us to confirm the expected rocky nature of the detected planet around
a Centauri B.

The r.m.s. radial velocity induced by the stellar rotational activity
amounts to 1.5 m s21 on average. The detection of the tiny planetary
signal, with a semi-amplitude K 5 0.51 m s21, thus demonstrates that
stellar activity is not necessarily a definitive limitation to the detection
of small-mass planets. Using an optimized observational strategy and
the present knowledge about activity-induced radial-velocity effects,
it is possible to model precisely and mitigate activity signals, and
therefore improve considerably the planet detection limits.

With a separation from its parent star of only 0.04 AU, the planet is
orbiting very close to a Centauri B compared to the location of the
habitable zone. However, the observed radial-velocity semi-ampli-
tude is equivalent to that induced by a planet of minimum mass four
times that of Earth in the habitable zone of the star (P 5 200 d; ref. 37).

The HARPS spectrograph therefore has the precision required to
detect a new category of planets, namely habitable super-Earths.
This sensitivity was expected from simulations of intrinsic stellar
signals15, and actual observations of planetary systems14.

The optimized observational strategy used to monitor a Centauri B
is capable of reaching the precision needed to search for habitable
super-Earths around solar-type stars using the radial-velocity tech-
nique. However, it requires an important investment in observation
time, and thus only few targets can be observed over several years.
Recent statistical analyses and theoretical models of planetary forma-
tion suggest that low-mass rocky planets and especially Earth twins
should be common12,38–40. We are therefore confident that we are on
the right path to the discovery of Earth analogues.
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Table 1 | Orbital parameters of the planet orbiting a Centauri B
Parameter Value

Orbital period (d) 3.2357 6 0.0008
Time of maximum velocity (BJD) 2455280.17 6 0.17
Eccentricity 0.0 (fixed)
Velocity semi-amplitude (m s21) 0.51 6 0.04
Minimum mass (Earth masses) 1.13 6 0.09
Number of data points 459
O 2 C residuals (m s21) 1.20
Reduced x2 value 1.51

BJD, barycentric Julian date; O 2 C, observed minus calculated.
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Figure 5 | Phase-folded radial-velocity curve with a period of 3.2357 d.
Green dots, radial velocities after correction of the stellar, binary and
coordinates effects. Red dots, the same radial velocities binned in phase, with a
bin size of 0.05. The error bar of a given bin is estimated using the weighted
r.m.s. of the global fit residuals (including the planetary fit) that make this bin,
divided by the square root of the number of measurements included in this bin.
This estimation of the bin error bars assumes Gaussian noise, which is justified
by the binning in phase, which regroups points that are uncorrelated in time.
The r.m.s. around the planetary solution is 1.20 m s21 for the raw points (green
dots) and 0.21 m s21 for the binned points (red dots). The red curve represents
the global fit solution of the planet, with a semi-amplitude of 0.51 m s21.
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地球質量量惑星の検出に向けた戦略略

¤ 戦略略1:  観測ターゲットの選定 
¤ 徹底的に、表⾯面活動度度が低く、⾃自転速度度が遅いlate-

M型矮星を選ぶ 

¤ 戦略略2:  ⾼高頻度度多回数観測 
¤ 表⾯面活動、装置変化に伴う変化を⼩小さくするために
短期間に多数回の視線速度度モニター観測を⾏行行う 

¤ 戦略略3:  視線速度度＆表⾯面活動同時観測 
¤ ターゲット毎の表⾯面活動調査を視線速度度モニター観
測と同時に進める 



戦略略1:  観測ターゲットの選定

u 基本パラメータがわかっている天体 
u 年年周視差、実視等級、etc. 

u ⻑⾧長期間の超精密視線速度度モニターに適する天体 
u ⼗十分な視線速度度精度度を達成可能 

è 射影⾃自転速度度vsiniが遅い晩期M型矮星 
è ⾃自転周期、Vsini、Hα線、スペクトル型 

u 表⾯面活動による視線速度度ジッターが⼩小さい 
è 活動度度が低い天体 

è XUV、Hα線、⾃自転周期 
u ⽬目指すサイエンスからの要請 

u 低質量量星、単独星 　etc. 
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⾃自転速度度と期待される精度度 

SN~100, M5, Y-band, Reiners+2010   
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星スペクトルのみ†から期待される精度度 
の⾒見見積もり M3(¢), M6(¢), M9(¢) 

SN~300@Y-band, Vsini=0km/s, R=80,000  
Ref. Reiners+2010 
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Reiners et al. 2010によると、 
M4-M6 Vsini>10km/s: 20% 
M7-M9 Vsini>10km/s: 50% 

West et al. 2011によると、 
活動度度が⾼高い星（M4-M6）：10-50% 
活動度度が⾼高い星（M7-M9）：60-80% 



KOOLS/OAO1.88m望遠鏡での観測
¤  Hα輝線周囲の中分散分光観測 

¤  Hα輝線の有無と強度度を確認 
¤  スペクトル型、⾦金金属量量など 

¤  観測⽅方針 
¤  活動度度が低くて⾃自転速度度が遅い
晩期M型矮星を探す 
¤  Hα線のEWHAが⼩小さくXUVの
放射が弱い星であれば、⾃自転
速度度が遅い星が⼤大半を占める 

¤  ジッターが⼩小さくて、表⾯面活
動が安定している星を選ぶ 

¤  M4~M9の近傍晩期M型矮星の性
質を明らかにする 
¤  太陽近傍（25pc以内）の晩期

M型矮星の統計 
¤  スペクトル型、⾦金金属量量、活動
性、表⾯面重⼒力力の決定 

Hα線の強度度(EWHA)と⾃自転速度度の関係
    inactive  (EWHA>-‐‑‒0.75  &  No  strong  XUV)な
 　M型矮星の内、9割はvsini<4km  s-‐‑‒1である
○  :  低質量量星のプロット(0.08~∼0.3MSunu)
×  :  Hα  での活動度度(EWHA,  West+11)が⾼高い星
×  :  XUV  (ROSAT,  GALEX)での活動度度が⾼高い星
×  :  HaとXUVで活動度度が⾼高いと分かっている星
Hα,  UV,  X  線指標：Lepine+13,  AJ,  145,  102
⾃自転速度度V  (sini)：  e.g.  Jenkins+09,  ApJ,  704,  975
破線:  5  km  s-‐‑‒1, 　⼀一点破線  :  EWHA=-‐‑‒0.75 
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先⾏行行研究

¤  West+2011： SDSSで受かったM型矮星70,841個のカタログ（天体が暗すぎる） 

¤  Lepine+2013：固有運動カタログの中で明るい星1408個の分光カタログ（J＜９の明るい星のみ） 

¤  Alonso-Floriano+2015：CARMENESカタログのM型矮星753個の観測（>M5のM型矮星が⼤大多数） 

A&A 577, A128 (2015)

Fig. 1. Six representative CAFOS spectra. From top to bottom, spectra of standard stars with spectral type 1.0 and 0.5 subtypes earlier than the
target (black), standard star with the same spectral type as the target (cyan), the target star (red; in this case, J04393+335 – M4.0 V, Simbad name:
V583 Aur B), and standard stars with spectral type 0.5 and 1.0 subtypes later than the target (black). We mark activity-, gravity-, and youth-
sensitive lines and doublets at the top of the figure (H�, H�, He i D3, Na i D2 and D1, H↵, Li i, K i, and Na i, from left to right) and molecular
absorption bands at the bottom. Note the three first lines of the Balmer series in emission in the spectrum of the target star.

physical binaries. See some examples in Cortés-Contreras
et al. (2014).

– Numerous standard stars. For an accurate determination of
spectral type and class, we also included approximately
50 stars with well-determined spectral types from K3 to
M8 for both dwarf (Johnson & Morgan 1953; Kirkpatrick
et al. 1991; PMSU) and giant classes (e.g., Moore &
Paddock 1950; Ridgway et al. 1980; Jacoby et al. 1984;
García 1989; Keenan & McNeil 1989; Kirkpatrick et al.
1991; Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2006; Jiménez-Esteban et al.
2012).

3. Observations and analysis

3.1. Low-resolution spectroscopic data

Observations were secured with the Calar Alto Focal reductor
and Spectrograph (CAFOS) mounted on the Ritchey-Chrétien
focus of the Zeiss 2.2 m Calar Alto telescope (Meisenheimer
1994). We obtained more than 900 spectra of 745 targets dur-
ing 38 nights over four semesters from 2011 November to 2013
April. All observations were carried out in service mode with the
G-100 grism, which resulted in a useful wavelength coverage of
4200�8300 Å at a resolution R ⇠ 1500. Exposure times ranged

from shorter than 1 s to 1 h. The longest exposures were split
into up to four sub-exposures. On some occasions, another star
fell in the slit aperture (usually the primary of a close multiple
system containing our M-dwarf candidate main target). We also
added the 13 red dwarfs and giants observed in 2011 March by
Jiménez-Esteban et al. (2012), which made a total of 758 targets.

We reduced the spectra using typical tasks within the IRAF
environment. The reduction included bias subtraction, flat field-
ing, removal of sky background, optimal aperture extraction,
wavelength calibration (with Hg-Cd-Ar, He, and Rb lamps), and
instrumental response correction. For the latter, we repeatedly
observed the spectrophotometric standards G 191–B2B (DA0.8),
HD 84937 (sdF5), Feige 34 (sdO), BD+25 3941 (B1.5 V), and
BD+28 421 (sdO) at di↵erent air masses. In the end, we only
used the spectra with the highest signal-to-noise ratio of the hot
subdwarf Feige 34, which gave the best-behaved instrumental
response correction. We extracted all traces in the spectra, in-
cluding those of other stars in the slit aperture. We did not re-
move telluric absorption lines from the spectra that were due to
the variable meteorological conditions during two years of ob-
servation (see Sect. 3.2.2). All our spectra had a signal-to-noise
ratio higher than 50 near the H↵ �6562.8 Å line, which together
with the wide wavelength coverage allowed us to make a com-
prehensive analysis and to measure numerous spectral indices
and activity indicators.
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観測ターゲットとなる晩期M型矮星
¤  ターゲット候補：  約200星 　（既知の情報から選定）   

¤  J~7-11.5 mag 
¤  Mass~0.1-0.3MSun 

¤  Sp. type：M4-M8 
¤  既知の下記天体を除く 

¤  実視連星 
¤  活動度度が⾼高い天体 

¤  XUV輝線星 
¤  Hα輝線星 
¤  フレア星 
¤  回転変光星 

¤  vsini>4km/sの星 
¤  追加条件 

¤  太陽からの距離離（<25pc）
¤  主星質量量によりバイアス 

本観測などにより約100星に絞る 
0.2-0.3MSunの星：約?0星 
0.1-0.2MSunの星：約?0星  



観測＆解析
¤  装置： 　KOOLS/188cm望遠鏡 

¤  グリズム： 　VPH 683 
¤  スリット幅 = 1.0” ~ R=2,000 
¤  露露出時間 ~ 200-1200 s ~ SN>30 

¤  観測： 　88星/22夜の割り当て 
¤  2014年年： 　実施率率率 = 36%（望遠鏡稼働率率率） 

¤  8⽉月（4夜）、9⽉月（6夜）、10⽉月（3夜） 
¤  2015年年： 　実施率率率 = 45%（望遠鏡稼働率率率） 

¤  3⽉月（4夜）、5⽉月（5夜） 
¤  先⾏行行研究による観測がある星：5星 

¤  解析： 　Hα線の等価幅の測定 
¤  ⼀一次元化：IRAF 
¤  Hα線と擬似コンティニュームとの⽐比較 

¤  Equivalent width of Hα（EAHA） 
¤  EWHA < -0.75Å であれば活動的

The Astronomical Journal, 145:102 (29pp), 2013 April Lépine et al.

6.3. The One M Subdwarf: PM I20050+5426 (V1513 Cyg)

The primary purpose of the ζ parameter is the identification
of metal-poor M subdwarfs, for which it has already proved
effective. By definition, M subdwarfs are stars with ζ < 0.82
(Lépine et al. 2007). Though we have a few stars with values
of ζ just marginally under 0.82, only one star clearly stands
out as a definite M subdwarf: the star PM I20050+5426 (=
Gl 781) which boasts a ζ = 0.58 well within the M subdwarf
regime. The star also clearly stands out in Figure 14 where it
lies noticeably below the main locus at TiO5c ≃ 0.75.

PM I20050+5426 is also known as V1513 Cyg, a star
previously identified as an M subdwarf by Gizis (1997), and
one clearly associated with the Galactic halo (Fuchs & Jahreiss
1998). The star is also notorious for being a flare star, with
chromospheric activity due not to young age but to the presence
of a low-mass companion on a close orbit (Gizis 1998). Our
own spectrum indeed shows a relatively strong line of Hα in
emission, which is extremely unusual for an M subdwarf. It is
an interesting coincidence that the brightest M subdwarf in the
northern sky should turn out to be a peculiar object.

In any case, because the TiO molecular bands are weaker in
M subdwarfs than they are in M dwarfs, the use of TiO spectral
indices for spectral classification leads to underestimates of their
spectral subtype. The convention for M subdwarfs is rather to
base the classification on the strengths of the CaH bandheads
(Gizis 1997; Lépine et al. 2003a, 2007). We adopt the same
convention here, and recalculate the subtype from the mean of
Equations (6) and (7) only (CaH2 and CaH3 indices). We thus
classify PM I20050+5426 as an sdM2.0, which is one half-
subtype later than the sdM1.5 classification suggested by (Gizis
1997).

6.4. Photometric Dependence on Metallicity

A prediction of current atmospheric models is that metallicity
variations in M dwarfs yield significant variations in optical
broadband colors (Allard et al. 2000). The metal-poor M
subdwarfs have in fact long been known to have bluer V − I
colors than the more metal-rich field M dwarfs of the same
luminosity (Monet et al. 1992; Lépine et al. 2003a). The bluer
colors are due to reduced TiO opacities in the optical, which
make the spectral energy distribution of M subdwarfs closer to
that of a blackbody, while it makes the metal-rich M dwarfs
display extreme red colors.

Interestingly, the SDSS g − r color index shows the opposite
trend, and is bluer in the more metal-poor stars. This is
because the TiO bands very strongly depress the flux in the
6000 Å–7000 Å (r-band) range, an effect which in fact makes
the metal-rich M dwarfs degenerate in g − r, as the increased
TiO opacities in cooler stars balance out the reduced flux in
g from lower Teff . This effect is much weaker in metal-poor
stars due to the reduced TiO opacity, which makes metal-
poor stars go redder as they are cooler, as one would normally
expect. This has been observed in late-type M subdwarfs, which
have significantly redder color than field M dwarfs (Lepine &
Scholz 2008). The color dependence of M dwarfs/subdwarfs on
metallicity is also predicted by atmospheric models. Figure 17
(bottom right panel) shows the predicted g − r and r − z colors
from the PHOENIX/BT-SETTL model of Allard et al. (2000).
The models corroborate observations and predict redder g − r
colors in metal-poor stars.

Although ugriz photometry is not available for our stars (all
of them are too bright and saturated in the Sloan Digital Sky

Survey), it is possible to use the well-calibrated SNIFS spec-
trophotometry to calculate synthetic broadband riz magnitudes
for the subset of stars observed at UH. We first examine any pos-
sible correlation between the optical to infrared r − KS color
(taken as a proxy for V − I) and the ζ index. Figure 17 plots
r − Ks as a function of spectral subtype, with the dots color-
coded for the ζ values of their associated M dwarf (top left
panel). We find a tight relationship between r −Ks and spectral
subtype, which we fit using a running median. The residuals
are plotted in the top right panel, and show no evidence of a
correlation with ζ . There are a significant number of outliers
with redder r − Ks colors than the bulk of the M dwarfs: these
likely indicate systematic errors in estimating the synthetic r
band magnitudes. The absence of any clear correlation suggests
that an optical-to-infrared color such as r − KS is not sensi-
tive enough to detect small metallicity variations, at least at the
metal-rich end.

The synthetic g − r and r − z colors are plotted in Figure 17
(lower-left panel). The redder stars (r − z > 1.2) show a wide
scatter in g − r, on the order of what is predicted for stars with
a range of metallicities −0.5 < [Fe/H] < 0.5. Though we do
not find a clear trend between the synthetic g − r colors and
the ζ values measured in the same stars, the high-ζ stars (red
and orange dots on the plot) do seem to have lower values of
g − r on average than the low-ζ ones (green dots). The trend is
suggestive of a metallicity link to both the g − r colors and the
ζ values, and should be investigated further with data of higher
precision.

7. CHROMOSPHERIC ACTIVITY

To evaluate the presence of Hα in emission in our M dwarfs,
we used the Hα equivalent width index EWHA defined as

EWHA = 100 Å

⎡

⎣1 −
14 Å

∫ 6571.61
6557.61 S(λ)dλ

100 Å
(∫ 6550

6500 S(λ)dλ +
∫ 6625

6575 S(λ)dλ
)

⎤

⎦ ,

(21)
where S(λ) is the observed spectrum. The EWHA index mea-
sures the flux in a region (6557.61 Å–6571.61 Å), which in-
cludes the Hα line, in relation to a pseudo-continuum region
spanning 6500 Å–6550 Å and 6575 Å–6625 Å; the calculation
provides a value in units of wavelength (Å) like the traditional
equivalent width. Note that for an Hα line in emission, values of
the EWHA index are negative, following convention. Assuming
the W1-W2 region to measure the true spectral continuum, then
the EWHA index would measure the true equivalent width of
Hα. As it turns out, the W1 − W2 region often has a higher
mean flux than the W3 − W4 region without the Hα emission
component, which means that the EWHA index systematically
underestimate the equivalent width of the Hα line. The index is
however reproducible and more convenient for automated mea-
surement than, e.g., manual evaluation of the equivalent using
interactive software such as IRAF.

The EWHA index was measured for all spectra in our
sample, and used to flag active stars. Following West et al.
(2011), we defined a star to be chromospherically “active”
if EWHA <−0.75 Å, which usually corresponds to a clearly
detectable Hα line in emission. Values of the EWHA index are
listed in Table 7. Under the above criterion, 171 M dwarfs in
our survey are considered active.

Hawley et al. (1996) found that active stars (by their criterion,
EW(Hα) > 1 Å) have slightly redder V − K colors for the
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M4V型星のKOOLSスペクトル
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サンプル中の活動的なM型矮星

¤  ターゲット候補：  約200星 　（既知の情報から選定）   
¤  X線： 　ROSAT All-Sky Bright Source Catalogue (Voges+ 1999) 

¤  UV： 　GALEX-DR5 (GR5) sources from AIS and MIS (Bianchi+ 2011) 

¤  これまでのHα観測：   　計115星 
¤  先⾏行行研究による観測： 　30星程度度 

¤  CARMENES input catalogue of M dwarfs (Alonso-Floriano+2015) 

¤  A Spectroscopic Catalog of the Brightest (J<9) M Dwarfs in the 
Northern Sky (Lepine+2013) 

¤  本研究によるKOOLS観測： 　85星 

¤  ただし、RAが18~24hに固まっている。。 

¤  活動度度が⾼高い星（EWHA > -0.75）： 　計13星 
¤  Mass > 0.15 Msunの星：  3星（68星）  è 　4.4% 

¤  Mass < 0.15 MSunの星：  10星（17星）  è 　59% 



まとめと今後
¤  IRD/Subaruによる地球型惑星探索索 

¤  厳選した晩期M型矮星を対象としたハビタブル地球型惑星探索索 
¤  ⽬目標とするサイエンス

¤  近傍M型矮星周りのハビタブル地球型惑星の発⾒見見 　（✔惑星質量量決定） 
¤  晩期M型矮星における地球型惑星の統計理理解 　 　 　（✔発⾒見見数の増⼤大） 

¤  地球型惑星検出が可能な、表⾯面活動の弱い晩期M型矮星の選定 
¤  本研究：KOOLS/OAO1.88m望遠鏡での中分散分光観測（R〜～2,000, SN~50) 

¤  活動度度が低くて⾃自転速度度が遅い晩期M型矮星を探す 
¤  HαのEWHAが>-0.75であれば、活動度度が低く⾃自転速度度が遅い天体 

¤  観測：  22晩/1年年（平均稼働率率率：40%） 　è 85星の観測 
¤  結果：  活動度度が⾼高い星を13星同定した 

¤  Mass > 0.15 Msunの星：  4.4%;    Mass > 0.15 Msunの星：  59% 

¤  今後：  観測を継続したい 
¤  できるだけ明るくて、質量量が低い星（特にM<0.15MSun）を観測したい 
¤  RAの分布の偏りがないようにする


